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My exposure to the Czech Republic has been limited over the years. Friends in the banking industry suggest
that a lot of the women there are incredibly hot looking and the people are really nice but admit upon closer
scrutiny that they are mainly familiar with the larger urban areas of the country that cater to businessmen and
their observations may not be as accurate for the smaller towns that populate the region. Well, thanks to Film
Movement , I got to see one of the most awarded movies from the country ever made in the form of
Something Like Happiness Stesti this week, providing a glimpse into mundane life in the country. Something
Like Happiness is a story about three people and those around them that were originally childhood friends but
have grown apart over time. Monika sees her lover go off to the USA as he pursues his dream of financial
success; leaving her behind. While this is not the comprehensive version of what takes place, it gives you a
feel for the soap opera nature of the events in the movie. The bitter realities of life creeping up on people and
things not going the way we plan them is a common theme in cinematic history, this one winning scores of
independent film festival awards as well as most of the Czech Lion Awards their version of the Oscars when it
came out. Is it a comedy that will elicit belly laughs? Heck no, although there were numerous tender moments
that poked fun at a great many aspects of life that would translate to most societies in other parts of the world
too. Was it a horror flick? No, although I would again suggest that there were some parts that reached deep
down and grabbed me as frightening in how they applied to people I knew awhile back multiple kids, the
father gone, and the mental breakdown that ensued. The best way I can describe the movie would be to rely on
the drama category, saying that with all the subtle and not so subtle heartstrings it pulled, this is where the
majority of the movie landed. Director Bohdan Slama showed the world that life in many parts of the world
has certain commonalities, that we are indeed very much alike, despite our political, geographic, and cultural
differences. The dark, dirty industrial town was not whitewashed and the flawed characters were as real as one
could expect, lending an air of authenticity to the movie that many will find refreshing. It was not escapist
action fare with special effects, car chases, and lots of blood flying everywhere; just a small little movie about
some friends that had seen brighter times and happier days making the most of their lots in life. I think that
serious aficionados of foreign film will want to see this more than anyone else, so try it as a Rent It first unless
you already subscribe to the Film Movement series and get it dirt cheap. Something Like Happiness was shot
on 35mm film with an aspect ratio of 2. It had a fair amount of grain and some minor issues but generally
looked a lot better than most small budget titles shot in second world countries seem to do, the camera taking
an almost home movie approach as director Slama went for a more intimate look into the lives he was
capturing. This allowed for him to take the movie right into the homes where it probably works better than in
an art house theatre unlike some movies that work better in a crowd. If you like sentimental movies, this
should definitely be on your short list this year. The audio was presented in 2. There was no separation to
speak of and the dynamic range was limited at best but this claustrophobic manner of using the audio worked
well with the type of visuals and themes displayed in the movie. There was a double sided DVD cover and
some trailers, as well as biographies of the director and lead actors as usual but the best extra was the short
film the company includes in all of their releases. Something Like Happiness was the year 4, volume 11 title
of the Film Movement series. It served to show that life has a lot of ups and downs of our own making as well
as that which is thrust upon us by circumstance so we need to make the best out of what we have to work with
and not wallow in despair.
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Directed by Bohdan SlÃ¡ma. With Tatiana VilhelmovÃ¡, Pavel Liska, Anna GeislerovÃ¡, Marek Daniel. Three young
adults in Most sort out feelings and responsibilities: Monika's boyfriend has left for the States, her mother wants her to
join him there, and if the invitation does come, what should she do?
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Vibrant and deeply affecting, Something Like Happiness is a funny, tender and very human drama of passions and lives
half-understood and veering out of control, shadowed by tragedy, shot through with hope.

4: Something Like Happiness - Wikipedia
A trio of friends residing in an urban Czech housing project finds that happiness can come from the place where you
least expect it in this quirky and heartfelt drama from Wild Bees director.

5: Die Jahreszeit des GlÃ¼cks () - IMDb
Something Like Happiness (Czech title: Å tÄ›stÃ) is a Czech movie directed by Bohdan SlÃ¡ma. It is about finding hope
in the midst of disappointment by three young people who grew up in the same run-down block of flats and are now
coming of age.

6: Something Like Happiness - Movie Reviews - Rotten Tomatoes
Something Like Happiness Lyrics: Oooooh / You just know when you know you just know / Oooooh / You got
somewhere to go when you go / Must be like nothing else / Must be like nothing else / Taste.

7: SOMETHING LIKE HAPPINESS CHORDS by The Maccabees @ www.enganchecubano.com
Check out Something Like Happiness by The Maccabees on Amazon Music. Stream ad-free or purchase CD's and
MP3s now on www.enganchecubano.com

8: Something Like Happiness () - Rotten Tomatoes
The Tomatometer rating - based on the published opinions of hundreds of film and television critics - is a trusted
measurement of movie and TV programming quality for millions of moviegoers.

9: Something Like Happiness | Film Review | Slant Magazine
Something Like Happiness. likes. Something Like Happiness is a Czech movie directed by Bohdan SlÃ¡ma. It is about
finding hope in the midst of.
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